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Welcome

to the first Newgate Spa news.

All of the photos have been taken by the grooming staff. We have always
offered a comprehensive grooming service, started by our founder Jess Millett
back in 1948. Clare, Jenny and Ellie with the help of Lisa, Phil H and Katie
continue to provide this high class bathing and grooming service.
Coats can vary considerably so the following prices are a general guide,
please call in and we will be happy to assess the coat and give you a quote.
We offer morning, afternoon, all day appointments or why not go for the
Spa Day which includes exercise and lunch! Whether a bath or a
“spa day” we aim to please, a happy dog and a happy client!

Bath consists of a pre groom, shower, shampoo and all over body
massage followed by a rinse and blow dry. Ears and anal glands are
checked and nails trimmed. The coat is finished with a spritz e.g. prices
from, Westie £22.50, Retriever £30.50

Bath & Tidy As above (Bath) but in addition face, feathers, skirts
and paws trimmed, e.g. prices from, Westie £27.00, Retriever £35.00.

Trim & Bath As above (Bath) but a full trim with the coat styled
to the breed or to customers requirements, e.g. prices from, Westie
£31.00, Bichon £37.00, Cocker Spaniel £32.50, Border Terrier (hand strip)
£39.50, Toy Poodle £37.00, Standard Poodle £ 47.00
We use Avocado and Watercress shampoo (by Mutneys) for all the above, for a
supplement we are pleased to offer the following shampoos and conditioners:

Papaya Plus A luxury 2 in 1 shampoo and conditioner. Papaya & Kiwi
replenish the natural moisture balance of the skin and coat whilst rich botanicals
prevent dry skin and tangled hair, e.g. of supplement Westie £6.00, Retriever £8.00

Oxy-Med Treatment A soothing coconut based
shampoo formulated with oatmeal and Vitamin E. Wheat
protein and Vitamin B5 supply nourishment for a healthy skin
and coat, e.g. of supplement Westie £6.00, Retriever £8.00

Natural Flea Shampoo This natural shampoo
with Eucalyptus & Daffodil oils is hypo-allergenic and expels and
repels fleas without the harsh use of chemicals.
e.g. of supplement Westie £6.00, Retriever £8.00

Spa Shampoos and Conditioner First a
shampoo in one of the chosen spa shampoos then after a thorough rinse the deep
penetrating conditioner is massaged into the coat. Once rinsed and hand dried a
spritz of the chosen cologne is applied to the coat. Any of the shampoos below
(including conditioner & spritz ), e.g. of supplement Westie £9.00, Retriever £11.00
Fresh - Vanilla, invigorating white tea and stimulating milk thistle have been chosen
for their purifying and circulation boosting properties. Deep cleansing, refreshing
and naturally aromatic.
Renew - A gentle cocoa derived cleanser with botanical emollients, ginger root and pink grapefruit leave the hair
shiny, manageable and brilliantly clean. Contains deep moisture to nourish & restore both skin and coat.
Comfort - This rich combination vitamins is designed to leave the coat feeling cleansed and smooth.
The aromatherapy effects of oatmeal combine to relieve stress and impart comfort.
Pure - Hypo-allergenic and tearless, a mild shampoo with a soap free cleanser leaving your pets skin healthy and their coat soft and silky clean.

& theres more!
Blueberry Facial

This mild yet concentrated, lightly
foaming facial cleanser soothes and balances. The refreshing blend
of vanilla and blueberry effectively removes dirt and tear stains and
will not sting eyes, e.g. of supplement Westie £5.00, Retriever £7.00

Spa Fresh Paw Treatment The brilliant combination of
vanilla and milk thistle lulls your pet to a calm revitalising paw treatment.
The paw bubble bath treatment culminates in a coating of paw balm, the
ingredients of which include aloe, shea butter and Vitamin E, e.g. of
supplement Westie £5.00, Retriever £7.00
Groom & Spritz An all over groom and spritz, Prices (including nail
trim) from, Westie £12.00, Retriever £18.00…and why not combine this with
a day crèche, which includes lunch and a walk. Prices from, Westie £25.00,
Retriever £34.50

or what about a Spa Day!

“

Clare a big thank you for your expertise
yesterday with Teddy. He looks fabulous and was so
happy when he arrived home!

Not sure who groomed Bonnie in Jenny’s absence today
but they did a lovely job, thank you, she looks so pretty.
(Ellie was the groomer)

Thank you so much Jenny. Ollie looks better
than I could have hoped. You’ve done exactly what I asked
for and I could not be more pleased. Superstar!

A pampering in the spa combined with a day of fun in the kennels.
First of all an all over groom, then its bath time using the chosen spa
shampoo, a full body massage is then followed by a deep conditioner.
The coat is thoroughly rinsed using the eco health shower which
further massages the skin. Then it’s time
to blow dry! The coat is finished with a
spritz of Spa Cologne.
Included are 2 sessions of exercise and a
woodland walk plus lunch! Prices from,
Westie £43.50, Retriever £56.50

To make a booking please call
01625 525409
Whilst we are here 7 days a week the main
grooming days are Tuesday to Saturday. We have
appointments to fit in
with clients ranging from
morning, afternoon and all
day. We endeavour to fit
into your busy routine,
guests can arrive from 8.00
am and stay up to 6.00 pm.

